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ABSTRACT

This Thesis Project starts a conversation between the coastal edge and the built environment in order to
develop a new approach towards transformable architecture design.
Erosion has an inevitable impact on coastal inhabitation. Over time, the water edge erodes and the shoreline
retreats, pushing back development or causing existing buildings to collapse. Raised architecture has been a
proposed solution to mitigate the impact of oceanic forces on buildings, but I believe there can be a different
alternative to this approach.
Erosion could be seen as a ‘transformation that takes place over a period of time’, rather than as an
environmental hazard. The change in coastal shape and shift of submerged structures is rich in history. From
the hourly change in tides to a collapsing mass, time is a factor that can be used to embrace the ever-changing
behavior of the ocean. I welcome time and the behavior of the ocean’s dynamics as design factors in order to
tell a story and is meant to be appreciated 50, 100, 500, 1000 years from now. ‘Failure By Design’ is intended
to embrace the impact of the coastal environmental factors.
I plan to direct this research in two ways: first, towards the study of form, function and performance. I will
test two opposite sites and study their environmental conditions in order to propose a coastal architecture
that both mitigates the advanced local erosion and embraces its transformation over time. Second, I will
address the following topics synergistically: the impact of coastal environmental conditions, a performative
nautical design, materials and technology, and architectural case studies.
Hands on testing, Computation Fluid Dynamic modeling and theory shall lead to an understanding of water
as a phenomenon and the forces interacting between the natural and built environment. The research will
result in a new tectonic language as well as the development of a self-healing concrete structure to perform
as the main character of the overall project.
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And as I look towards the beam of light that slices the surface,
All the noise in my mind and the chaos in my heart are paused.
For as long as I can hold my breath
There is pure silence.
At that moment I can stop time.
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INTRODUCTION

have been modified to challenge new standards and deal with the sea’s unexpected conditions in the best
way.

The Sea is one of Nature’s way to show off power, and beauty. A calm glassy surface can be replaced by a
display of fierce waves that continuously break down and rebuild the coastal edge. Waves charged with
energy roll onto the shore, and over a period of time they erode, change, and modify the edge and sea bottom.

This kind of nautical and urban architecture have been treated as two separate worlds, and I believe this is
the opportunity to merge them. So, Why no take advantage of the development of high performance watersport vessels and use that technology and shape to design better coastal architecture?
This does not necessarily mean that a house ought to look like a boat’s hull; but the design principles could
be applied to develop new tectonic design.

Initially I learned about the sea, not in school, but by sailing out into the open ocean and surfing my way
through the roughest swells I could paddle out to. I had intuitively become aware of the ocean’s behavior, but
I had never really sat down to study the true science and engineering behind it, nor its potential to be applied
towards architecture.

The development of the ‘form’ will depend on the shift within scales and vary based on performance tests
and design criteria; however, the end goal is to design an outdoor marine science center that will nest a set
of programs. The project titled ‘Failure By Design’ will embrace the change caused by coastal conditions and
transform over time.

Standing on the edge of a crumbling ledge in Uruguay, I saw a house fall over its foundations, dive into a
raging ocean and disappear into the depths of what used to be a shallow ocean shore. Every so often, this kind
of humbling experiences remind me that Nature always prevails.
It is almost like there seems to be a battle for supremacy between the ocean and architecture. Most days, the
buildings stand on site and provide the romanticized ideal of the pacific beach house. However, every now
and then a storm will unleash the wrath of the ocean onto those buildings, leaving structural ruins and a
place that holds a memory.
Isn’t it remarkable that coastal architecture continues to be built with old design rather than new technology?
How come coastal architecture is not properly designed to collaborate with the ocean (and wind) as its main
environmental factors? Architecture seems to be designed to resist the impact of the ocean’s force, they are
made to be resilient and persist the continuous impact of the roaring waves. But still, the soil gives in, the
structure collapses and the project unintentionally fails.
On the other hand, I suggest we dive into the world of naval architecture and surfboard design. People have
invested a tremendous amount of time and effort developing the most advanced maritime vessels, designed
to maximize human performance even in the worst environmental conditions. Sailing yachts such as those
designed for the America’s Cup, or surfboards and fins are a precise example of this research used to maximize
performance. Whether it is the shape, material, flexibility or performance of the materials; over time, they
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THE SEARCH

Over the summer of 2016 I was determined to focus my thesis on an ocean related topic. I wanted to take
advantage of this opportunity to bring together both my passions: design and the sea. Over the course of the
semester I became even more engaged with the topic, and for the first time I had enough time to fall in love
with a project and explore all the different aspects of it.
Interpreting the original concept through different lenses allowed me to gain a deeper understanding of the
factors that would continue to shape the scope of the project.
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The Search
The Search. The Wait.
Hope, encouragement. The chase, the thrill.
The speed, action and reaction.
The achievement, the joy, the rush.
Thirst,
The chase...
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POLITICS
There is this tendency for designers to propose their project as the ultimate solution to a problem, but I
find that there is no such thing as a successful design that exists within the boundaries of either black or
white. I believe that it happens within different shades of gray. It is when both extremes interact, and that is
exactly what I did: I played chess against myself. All along I had been proposing a utopic solution to a coastal
condition, but I put myself in the shoes of an anti-environmentalist and presented myself with everything
that could be wrong with my proposal. The combination of both perspectives would result in a harmonic
and more realistic project.

CHESS: Politics vs. Design. Acrylic on Strathmore paper. 20x33
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ENVIRONMENTAL
“(...)The nature and evolution of species, and how those who were able to plan head would be successful, survive and evolve.”
							

Reyner Banham

My goal is to create a design that embraces water and the forces of the ocean, understands its behavior and
takes advantage of the modern forecast prediction methods.

GO WITH THE FLOW.
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Acrylic + transfer on Strathmore paper. 20x33

POETRY
...a type of architecture that exists because of the ocean and a coastal behavior that occurs as a result of
its interaction with architecture. This piece does not only reflect my thesis statement, it is an honest
representation of who I am as a person and a designer.
Architecture and the ocean nourish each where one relies on the other to achieve balance.

								

Octoboer 14th 2016

Letter to an Advisor: Rilke’s Letters
As I’m going through Rilke’s letters, in a very healthy way I have been able to put my feet in the ground,
head in the clouds and heart in the water. These letters speak of passion and love to do what truly comes
from within, to create from what inspires us the most, to learn (about ourselves) in moments of solitude and
discover ways to (re)generate that Thing which brings us such joy, fulfillment, and motivates us to create.
It reminded me how much I need water, the reason I pursue this career, and why I’ve been so keen on merging
architecture with the ocean. It’s not just technology, tectonics, amusement or the “Ooh Aah” factor. It’s
passion, and how one feeds the other.
So, in a moment of struggle, melancholy and solitude, this particular reading has allowed me to see the good
in the situation and generate the most out of it by bringing in my other passion (and learn more about myself
through it).
Genuinely, thank you very much.

TANGO.
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Acrylic on wood. 20x20

TECTONICS
Where two very opposite conditions meet, The Edge ought to weave them harmoniously.
THE EDGE. Wood and Natural Fiber string. 18x24
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THE PROBE.

Pine, Maple, Olive pegs, elastic string, Longboard fin fasteners. 96x15x10
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LET THERE BE LIGHT. Acetate, Plexiglas, Oil-based white marker, Metal Mesh on Black Foamcore. 98x24x6
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Architecture Triennial Exhibition at Woods Gerry. Rhode Island School of Design.
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FAILURE BY DESIGN

The iconic lighthouses of Pt. Loma and Pt. Judith have been an icon of congregation and a destination to
sailors. This is why in some way the project aims to continue this legacy.

The project proposes an outdoor Marine Science Recreational space where Tide Pools, Blow-holes, Fishing
piers, Sea Farms and Hydrodynamic sculptures embrace the ever-changing character of the ocean’s behavior.
Severe erosion caused by major storms and wave action is considered to be a severe risk factor; however, in
this project the variation of coastal phenomena becomes the main factor which brings to life the embedded
programs. The design is developed to coexist with the ocean’s dynamics at different stages: At a first stage
strong incident swells meet the constructed reef, they peak, break, and the momentum pushes the remaining
force towards the coastal structure. Waves with less force will meet the structure and give life to blowholes
and a kinetic sculpture. Changes in tides and sea level rises will inhabit tide pools and sea farms. Over
time the oceanic conditions will erode the structure, transforming blowholes into tidepools, into seafarms.
The eroded structure is Bio-Regenerative, which means that it will generate new structure upon ‘failing’,
which on one hand is meant to partially reconstruct structure, and on another bring life to a healthier marine
ecosystem. In this way, the programs benefit from the variety of conditions rather than imposing a resistance
to them.

The coastal structure is composed of modular intelrocking pre-cast modules made of a Bio-Regenrative
concrete that was developed for this specific project. The concrete is oversaturated with Calcium Carbonate
and is meant to biomineralize and regenerate when the structure fails (see Chapter 5.5).
The structure is designed to hold a particular set of programs, but it is designed to fail, erode, rebuild and
transform over time. Its dynamic contours are intended to redirection the ocean’s forces towards particular
programs. Over time the structure will transform, allowing people and marine life to inhabit the site in
different ways.

The project takes place on `two sites: Point Loma in San Diego (CA) and Point Judith in Narragansett (RI).
Both sites present very opposite conditions and are prone to frequent wave attack throughout the year. As
a consequence, they are threatened by the rapid rate of erosion. They are also currently military areas cosed
to the public, for which I propose a set of programs that would change this condition and invite people and
marine life to inhabit each site.
19
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Site Plan at Point Loma, CA. Transfer and India ink on Yupo. 20x26in
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1 Outer Reef
2 Coastal Structure
3 New Point Loma Lighthouse
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Site Plan at Point Judith, RI. Transfer and India ink on Yupo. 26x20in
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Outer Reef
Coastal Structure
Point Judith Lighthouse
Point Judith Harbor

Outdoor Marine Science Center at Point Loma, CA. Transfer and India ink on Yupo. 26x20in
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Low Tide Tidepool
Blowhole
Dynamic Sculpture
High Tide Tidepool
Pier
New Point Loma Lighthouse
Sun Dial
Sea Farm

Outdoor Marine Science Center at Point Judith, RI. Transfer and India ink on Yupo. 26x20in
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Sea Farm
Blowhole
High Tide Tidepool
Dynamic Sculpture
Sun Dial
Point Judith Lighthouse
Pier
Low Tide Tidepool

Hydrodynamic Sculpture at Point Loma, CA. Transfer and India ink on Yupo. 26x20in
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HYDRODYNAMIC SCULPTURE
As part of the Marine Science Center, the Hydrodynamic Sculpture is meant to teach the basics of fluid
dynamics from first hand experience. Visitors are encouraged to rotate the pivoting parts of the sculpture
and see how the flow changes based on the angle of the pieces in respect to the incoming flow of water.
The sculpture is composed of a series of shapes which will provide different conditions to understand fluid
dynamics. Even more, during rougher seas, the water flow will be stronger, which will consequently affect
the streamlining and turbulence in between the shapes. This program is intended to teach the basic fluid
dynamic principles I learned as a designer in order to carry out the whole project. I believe it is important for
people to understand the ocean’s phenomena, embrace, respect and have enjoy it.
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Sea Garden at Point Judith, RI. Transfer and India ink on Yupo. 26x20in
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SEA GARDEN
The purpose of the Sea Gardens is to encourage a more conscious interaction of people with the marine
ecology while promoting a healthier coastal environment.
The Sea Gardens will bloom over time, oyster farms will flourish, seagrass and kelp will multiply, and so will
the quality of the marine life. Within this zone the structures and marine flora push and pull the boundaries
of soft and hard edges. The porosity of the overall coastal structure is most evident, and once again ‘the edge’
becomes a blurred line.
As the structure transforms over time, the porous modules give place for marine life to develop throughout
the site. The calcification induced by the Bio-Regenerative concrete would support this process. The overall
reconstruction of the marine ecosystem would then be inhabitable at different scales and different periods
in time by people and marine life. With time, the Sea Garden would be appreciated throughout the different
tides, from the coast, snorkeling or diving. (See Chapter 3.3)
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Flow Dynamics of the Reef. Transfer and India ink on Yupo. 20x26in
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THE OUTER REEF
The constructed reef is designed to mitigate the large incoming swells in order to lower the rate of coastal
erosion. By combining notions of hydrodynamics, ocean engineering and marine biology, the reef performs as
an active entity in the dissipation of wave energy as well as promoting the regeneration of marine life.
(see Chapter 3.2)
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Performance Details: Blowhole and Sea Garden. Transfer and India ink on Yupo. 26x20in
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Photoluminescent trails illuminate the site at night. Point Loma, CA
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Photoluminescent trails illuminate the site at night. Point Judtih, RI
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PHOTOLUMINESCENT TRAILS
Photoluminescent aggregate within the poured concrete trails would enable people to access the site at
night. The site becomes inhabitable at all times and speaks about the natural phenomena of Bioluminescence.
The Photoluminescent trails reminiscence about the iconic lighthouses, and like them, they will become a
landmark, a beacon at night.(See Chapter 3.3)
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As large swells approach the coast of Point Loma, the incident waves meet the submerged constructed reef,
peak and break. With the remaining momentum, the white wash continues it’s journey towards the shore.
Depending on the weather conditions, the waves will reform with more or less built up energy and reach the
coastal structure. The sea brings to life the programs; water thrusts into the blowholes, channeled into the tide
pools, or glides into the sea gardens.
The permeable edge accepts the ever-chancing conditions, the ebb and flow through the structure, and the
opportunity for one program to become another.
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Section Cut at Point Loma, CA. Transfer and India ink on Yupo. 52x20in
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Having fun can be the best way to interact with the sea. The Hydrodynamic Sculpture is one way of engaging
with the ocean’s phenomena and getting to know the forces and their behavior.
At this portion of the coastal structure, incident waves are funneled into protected slope, where water will
flow in between the pivoting volumes. Visitors are encouraged to turn the volumes and test their dynamic
performance.
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Section Cut at Point Judith, RI. Transfer and India ink on Yupo. 52x20in
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Blowhole (1 year). Transfer and India ink on Yupo. 26x20in
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Blowhole to Tidepool (100 years). Transfer and India ink on Yupo. 26x20in
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Tidepool to Sea Garden : Oyster Farms (1000 years). Transfer and India ink on Yupo. 26x20in
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Site Model of Point Loma : High Tide Tidepool and Sea Garden. Cedar and Basswood. 12x18x7in
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Site Model of Point Loma : High Tide Tidepool and Sea Garden. Cedar and Basswood. 12x18x7in
During big storms or high tides, the tidepool will come to life. These moments, long-lasting or brief, are ephemeral.
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Site Model of Point Loma : High Tide Tidepool and Sea Garden. Cedar and Basswood. 12x18x7in
Top View: The Sundial is one of the interactive features that informs because of the pass time.
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Clay Modules at Matunuck Beach, RI.

Modules at 1:10 scale were assembled and exposed to wave action on order to observe the degradation of the structure over time.
The 3hr event was documented and edited into a Time-lapse video (See USB Pendrive)
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Clay Modules at Matunuck Beach, RI.
60 min.
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Clay Modules at Matunuck Beach, RI.
90 min.
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Clay Modules at Matunuck Beach, RI.
120 min.
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Clay Modules at Matunuck Beach, RI.
120 min.
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Clay Modules at Matunuck Beach, RI.
180 min.
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Leftovers : Clay Modules Bone Dry
1 week post erosion
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Leftovers : Clay Modules Bone Dry
1 week post erosion
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Leftovers : Clay Modules Bone Dry
1 week post erosion
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IN BETWEENS
3.1 THE SPOT
The project takes place on two sites: New Point Loma Lighthouse site in San Diego (CA), and Point Judith
Lighthouse in Narragansett (RI). They both have distinct coastal conditions and they are located before open
waters (which means there are no jetties, breakwaters, nor are located within a protected bay) which allows
me to extend the project beyond the lot land, into the ocean and study the impact of oceanic forces.
This will be a great opportunity to see the adaptable limits of the project. Would it have to be redesigned
completely? Is is adaptable to any coastal condition? What will the variables be based on each site’s sea
bottom and shoreline formation?

POINT JUDITH
Point Judith is a small cape located south of Narragansset in Rhode Island. Currently the Coast Guard
Station is located on the site, and the Point Judith Harbor of Refuge is located on the south of the cape. The
original station was built in 1815 after a hurricane destroyed it (along with other 500 houses in Narragansett
Bay and flooding Providence). In 1857 a new Point Judith lighthouse was built, an octagonal brickstone structure painted white on its bottom half (the current lighthouse located on the site). In September of 1938 a
hurricane destroyed 250 feet of seawall around the station and much of the shoreline was severely damaged.
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Image 1. Point Judith Lighthouse Site: Aerial View
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Image 2. Point Judith December 2009
(Courtesy of Charlie Kellogg)
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Merrimac soil formed in stratified sands and gravels from glacial
outwash deposits. These excessively drained soils do not retain
water well and can become very dry.

HOPK

§
¦
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The geology of the Rhode Island coast is mainly formed by the Narragansett Structural Basin, which consists
mainly of metasandstone, phyllite and shale [1]. Most of the coast consists of beaches with a bouldery surface,
and other beaches are long and narrow with fine grain sand. Along the bouldery coast the shoreline tends to
have a 3 to 8 foot incline.
Image 3. Sample of soil analyzed off the coast of

Enfield soil formed in Narragansett,
stratified sandRI.
and gravel outwash with a silt
loam windblown loess surface. The finer materials at the surface
make this a prime farmland soil.
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Image 5. Projected erosion change from 1951-2050. Matunuck, RI.
(Boothroys et al.)

Site sketch at Point Judith
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WESTERLY

Storms are the main driver in coastal change. Major storms combined with sea level rise pose a large problem
which results in inundation and coastal retreat. The coast of Rhode Island suffers most of the damage during
hurricane season, where storms are the strongest and incoming swells reach the coastline. Sea level rise predictions forecast a rise of 2ft by 2060, and 6ft by 2100, and coastal erosion to generate ~250 ft retreat by 2050
[2]. Current coastal replenishment in Rhode Island consists on relocating soil and sand from the West of the
state and transferring it to the coastal areas where the was significant edge loss.

Image 4. Narragansett Pier during storm Irene in 2011

Images 5.1,6,7: Frontal erosion at the Browning Cottages
2007 and 2012. Moonstone Beach, RI, (Boothroys et al.)
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Erosion mapping in Point Judith (2050 projection).
Compiled data from NOAA, ArcGIS and URI soil surveys.
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POINT LOMA
Point Loma is located in San Diego, where maximum wave heights peak during the winter season. Topical
storms cause the most coastal damage. In the winter of 2016, el Niño brought waves that eroded San Diego’s
coastal significantly, specially the cliff area across from Nazarene University, causing beach erosion ranging
from 6.5 feet to 10 feet, which was beyond the usual 6ft beach retreat [3]. Previous tropical storms in 1982-83,
1986-87, 1990-91, 1995-96 and 1999-2000 also caused severe cliff erosion, which indicates that wave-induced
erosion occurs frequently [4. Storlazzi et al]. Studies indicate that erosion rates range from 1.25in per year in
sandstone lithified coastline, to 17in Pleistocene coasts[4]. Erosion along California’s coast is permanent and
irreversible. Research estimates that 86% of California’s coast is actively eroding [5], yet human occupation
continues to develop in potentially hazardous locations.

Images 9: Map of San Diego County showing main developed
zones in relationship to cliffed areas. (Griggs, 1995)

Image 8: Beach erosion south of the Scripps Pier caused by the El Niño
(Courtesy Scripps Institution of Oceanography)
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Wave-induced sea cliff erosion tends to occur at the base of the cliff. Hydraulic forces impact the seacliffs,
which may achieve quarrying of the seacliff. This process undercuts the upper cliff and failure occurs [5].
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Pocket beaches are commonly found along the coast of California. The wave action due to seasonal conditions
produce narrow beaches during the winter seasons and wide beaches during the summer, where the waves
are smaller [6]. Alternate research [5] indicates that local erosion is purely a result of wave-action, it is related
to the material strength of the site.

Image 9. Void space in Sunset Cliffs, which was caused by erosion and has been dug out and used by the
homeless. Courtesy of Dave Schwab

Image 11. Illustration of the different erosion shapes that can take place based on the geological formation of
the cliffs, as well ad the wave action
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New Point Loma lighthouse. The site is located at the southern end of Sunset cliffs.
View from Old Point Loma Lighthouse
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New Point Loma lighthouse. The site is located at the southern end of Sunset cliffs.
View from Cabrillo Rd.
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Sunset cliffs: narrow pocket beaches and steep cliffs are the main formation of the coastal edge of a site.
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The erosion of the cliffs show the layering of geological formation.
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Leftover rocks and boulders remain close to the foot of the cliffs.
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Limestone cliffs composed by layers of clayshale and sandstone. They are relatively more brittle and prone to erode faster over time.
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On site drawings sketching the layers of sediment based from observation.
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Step-like erosion caused by the difference in erosion rates of the geological layering of the cliff.
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“Before El Niño it was pretty easy to climb down the cliff to go surfing, but now it’s whole different challenge”
Local Surfers struggling with their surfboards up and down the cliff.
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Erosion mapping in Point Loma. 2050 projection. Compiled data from NOAA, ArcGIS and USGS
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3.2 OCEAN DYNAMICS
Design begins with observation. As a surfer and sailor I have spent endless hours observing the sea’s behavior
and becoming familiar with the different conditions; however, this analysis was intuitive and intended to
engage with is as a sport. Now I am turning towards a scientific comprehension of the sea to understand
its behavior and interaction with the coastal edge. By identifying patterns that we might overlook as
coincidence or establish as common happenings, I will be able to isolate and study them in order to translate
this knowledge towards design.
The ocean provides broad array of factors that have been studied for centuries, and will continue to inform
us. For this reason, I have chosen to focus on the dynamics of the ocean’s surface and those related to specific
geographical sites.

“When great storms come, the beach will temporarily retreat, slyly deploying part of its material in a sandy underwater bar that
forces the waves to break prematurely and spend their energies in the main coast. When the storm subsides, the small waves that
follow contritely return the sand to widen the beach again. Rarely can either of the antagonists claim a permanent victory.
This shifting battleground is called the surf-zone. The two combatants - waves and beaches- are the heroes in this book”
									
										
		
- Willard Bascom -
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WAVES
We are familiar with waves as undulating forms that move across the surface of the sea. They are generated
by a disturbance in the water, such as earthquakes, the gravitational pull from the moon or wind. Wind is
the most common engender, for which it will be the main factor we’ll use to test variables in design for this
project.

Image 12. Parts of the parts of a wave. (Bascom, 1964)

Wind waves vary based on three factors: the velocity of the wind, the distance it travels across the water and
length of time it blows. Waves are generated, but as the move across the surface and reach the coast they
change shape. The ocean bottom will affect this change in shape, particularly as they move closer to the shore.
In short: the stronger the wind, the bigger the wave, and the more sudden the ocean’s topography, the more
sudden is the wave’s development.
Waves are classified according to periods, and each range has its own characteristics depending on the
distance the wave travels and ocean’s topography. They are also constantly changing, which is why it is
difficult to understand the behavior of each individual wave throughout its journey.
Tides area a maritime factor that result in an hourly change of sea level. They are considered to be long waves
caused by the rotation of the earth and gravitational pull from the moon and sun. This rise and fall, and
change in the ocean’s behavior is a key component to coastal design [7].

Image 13. The contact between ocean and continent (Bascom, 1964)
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Waves are classified according to periods, and each range has its own characteristics depending on the
distance the wave travels and ocean’s topography. They are also constantly changing, which is why it is
difficult to understand the behavior of each individual wave throughout its journey. When the waves are
traveling long distances, their period is slow and the ocean depth in relationship to the waves height makes
them deep water waves. When the waves approach the continental edge (or approach a change in the ocean
floor) the depth of the water becomes less than half the wave length, we consider these to be shallow-water
waves.

Image 14. Table indicating types of shallow-water waves in relationship to the ocean basin. (Bascom, 1964)

Since the classification of shallow-water waves is determined by the relationship of ocean depth and wave
length, then technically tsunamis and tides could be considered to be shallow-water waves as well even
through they travel long distances where the ocean reaches its maximum depth. All these waves move
towards the coastline and project their energy according to the obstacles they encounter: they bend, refract,
reflect, break and reform.
Reflection is a phenomena that occurs when a wave encounters a vertical wall or a cliff, such as the kind
fount at Point Loma, CA. The wave reflects back on itself losing little energy, and if the incoming waves have
a steady period then the pattern will modify each other in a vertical motion while the water beneath moves in
a horizontal motion. It is important to note that as long as the incoming wave is sinusodial, it will have little
impact on the coastal structure [7].

Image 16. Geometric principles of a sinusodial wave (Bascom, 1964)

Image 15. Wave reflection (Clapotis) against a vertical wall. (Bascom, 1964)
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Image 17. Wave heights in relationship of wind velocity. (Bascom, 1964)

Image 18. A wave breaking in a water tank. Photographs were taking every 1/12 second intervals. (Van Dyke, 1982)
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Based on this notion, the first move to contemplate is the idea of achieving a rough sinusodial wave that
would interact with the coastal structure. In order to do so, an artificial reef would cause incoming waves the
break and reform as sinusodial waves before they reach the coast. The abrupt change in the sea bottom would
cause the waves to become unstable and break. The distance in between the reef and the coastal structure
would remain to be shallow enough for the waves to reform as sinusodial waves and reach the coast with
less built up force.
Winds and seasonal swells will bring stronger waves which will change this hypothetical behavior, for
which the coastal structure would have to be designed to anticipate and take advantage of these stronger
waves approaching from predominant directions.
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Wave Action and Currents on the NortEast coast

Winds on the NortEast coast

Image 19

Wind and wave patterns at Narragansett Bay indicate that Point Judith received predominant winds from
the West and SouthWest, and strong southern tropical storms and bring powerful waves relative to the
wind direction. The last recorded severe damage caused to the coastal edge in Rhode Island was caused by
the effects of Hurricane Sandy in October 2012. These damaging wave extremes were considered to develop
the extent of the reef.
Image 19. Wind and swell directions at Point Judith, wave and wind roses show a correlation between wave
intensity and the prevailing winds.
Image 20. Swell data recorded by the wavebuoy Station 154 closest to Point Judith, indicates the wave
heights at a given point and the wave direction as well. (NOAA)

Wind and wave roses mapped on Point Judith’s site model which estimates the proposed
constructed reef and coastal structure
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Image 20. Ocean conditions tracked over the course of a year. Wavebuoy 154.
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Wave Action and Currents on the South West coast

Winds on the South West coast

Image 21

Wind and wave patterns at San Diego indicate that Point Loma receives predominant winds from the
SouthWest, and stronger swells from the West. Image XX shows the wind and wave roses mapped on a site
model which estimates the proposed constructed reef and coastal structure. The last recorded severe damage
caused to the coastal edge in San Diego was caused by the effects of El Niño in the winter of 2015. These
damaging wave extremes were considered to develop the extent of the reef for this other site.

Image 21. Wind and swell directions at Point Loma, wave and wind roses show a correlation between wave
intensity and the prevailing winds.
Image 22. Swell data recorded by the wavebuoy Station 191 ,closest to Point Loma, indicating the wave heights
at a given point and the wave direction as well. In between October 10th and November 26th 2015 we can
observe an inconsistency of the average period, peak direction and peak period that coincide with the two
maximum wave recorded during of the storm.
The analysis shows a relationship between the maximum recorded waves and an intense correlation between
the peak direction of the incoming waves and swell.

Wind and wave roses mapped on Point Loma’s site model which estimates the proposed
constructed reef and coastal structure
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Image 22. Ocean conditions tracked over the course of a year. Wavebuoy 191.
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As waves approach the coastal edge and the depth continues to decrease and the speed increases, the orbital
movement of the wave breaks. When then depth is 1.3 times the wave height the wave becomes unstable and
it breaks. The crest falls forward into the trough, and releases the built up energy. The wave’s momentum will
carry the whitewash forward until it either reforms or reaches another coastal formation. Image 23 illustrates
this process (Bascom, 1979).

Point Judith
Max. wave height @ Buoy 14.45m = 47.08ft
Period: 14.10 s
According to the Swell Category table, it would locate the wave in Category #5 >> wave height at shore aprox.
20ft
Sinusodial wave >> wave length (L) + wave height (h)

For each site, the maximum wave heights were recorded and used as a reference to calculate the required
depth needed in order to make the larger incoming waves break before they reach the coast. The dept of each
site will determine the area where the constructed reef would be placed, and the direction of the swell will
condition the angle of placement.

Wave instability @ 1.3L, so 1.3x20ft = 26ft (depth required for first reef)
Point Loma
Max. wave height @ Buoy 9.93m = 32.5 ft
Period 17.20 s
According to the Swell Category table, it would locate the wave in Category #6 >> wave height at shore aprox.
25ft
Wave instability @ 1.3L, so 1.3x26ft = 32.5ft (depth required for first reef)
Shallow-water waves occur where d < L/2 , which leaves the remaining trajectory of the reforming wave at
a shallow water condition where the wave would become sinusodial and reach the coast with less built up
energy.

Image 23. The Breaking of a Wave: 1. Swell peaks up on entering shallow water. 2. At depth equal to 1.3 times
the wave height, it breaks. 3. Wave reforms and break =s again. 4. Water moves up beach-ward as wave of
translation. 5. Finally rushes up the beach. (Bascom, 1964)
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Image 24. Swell Category Table
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Constructed reef placement estimate based on incident swells and local bathyetry.
Point Judith

Constructed reef placement estimate based on incident swells and local bathymetry.
Point Loma
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Reseach focused on artificial reefs and wave transformation indicates that a successful structure would depend on the permeability of the structure, its porosity, a wide depth regime, a shallow crown and steep face
slopes. [8]. Good dispersivity would reproduce wave propagation in deep water. A porous structural interior
would dissipate the incident’s wave energy, which will affect the evolution of the wave.

Supporting studies focused on the hydraulic and engineering aspect of artificial reef efficiency as shoreline
protection have focused the research towards the relationship of the incident wave and the reef according to
the reef’s shape [9]. Research that was concentrated on the factors that influence the engineering design and
hydrodynamic features of the braking incident wave and thus, reducing the incoming wave.
As a submerged structure, the constructed reef is intended to dissipate the incoming wave energy. It forces
the waves to break on the outside, and by the time they reform and reach the coast the carry less energy, thus
reducing the rate of coastal erosion.
A wave study over artificial reef reported that the return flow would affect the breaking wave [10]. In this
case, the secondary wave would crest and break before the it had reached the ‘breaking’ reef condition. The
research indicated that the strongest return flow was obtained if the seaward slope of the reef was 15°. This
action would cause the other waves in the set to break even further on the outside.

Image 25. Table showing the distribution of incident wave heights along the center of a reef. A wide reef
crown the wave height continues to decrease due to the shape and porosity of the structure. (Aono et al.)
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This research was focused on studying the dissipation effect as a result of reef crown width. This data would
result in a reef that has a wide crown, spans a large area, has steep slopes on the sides, and a seaward slope
of 15°.
Experimental studies [11] reported that a longitudinal non-conventional arrangement of the submerged
structure would enhance the energy dissipation.

The studies resulted in the design of a rough ‘hull-shaped’ constructed reef. Rather than building one massive
structure on the ocean bed, the overall reef is composed by a series of units, which themselves are built from
aggregated modules. Although each individual body has a narrow crown, they are assembled close enough
to perform as a wide crown reef. The space between them would enhance the return flow and affect the
secondary incoming waves.

Image 26. Transmission characteristics of artificial reefs. (Yoshioka et al 1993)
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An example of reef distribution which would be adapted to each site, conditioned by the
marine and wind factors.
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Reef longitudinal distribution tested at 20° water with a fllow of 20m/s using Computational Fluid Dynamic (CFD) software [the units were simplified in order to carry
out the test]. Results show that the backflow of water would not generate significant turbulence in between the units, and that the-like shape would not reduce the
speed of the flow.
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In hydrodynamics there are two flows: laminar and turbulent. Laminar flow has less drag and occurs when
the flow interacts with a smooth surface. Once the flow reaches the stagnation point, ‘separation’ occurs
and eddies form in the gap between the flow and the body, causing turbulence. Turbulence has more drag,
but because of this, it has more adhesion and therefore less prone to separation [31] In theory, the turbulent
surface would reduce ‘separation’ and reduce drag.

The stagnation point can be seen when the foil is tilted and separation occurs.

Image 55 - 56. Dynamics of an airfoil. Van Dyke, 1982)
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West Oz and launched 3DFins which have led to the incorporation of surface dents on surf fins to reduce
turbulence, such as the ones found on the surface of a golf ball. Incorporating this feature to the concrete
modules would deal with turbulence at a different scale. A secondary purpose is to promote coral regeneration on the surface of the constructed reef. From observation I noticed that flat smooth surfaces are less
prone to have coral growth on their surface, whereas porous structures with crevices and pockets provide a
better environment for the marine structure (coral, oysters, seaweed, etc) to attach and grow.

Jay Scutty wreck dive off the coast of Ft. Lauderdale, FL. Smoother surfaces of the wreck had
less coral development than in holes and cracks within the wreck.

Image 27. Fins like a golf ball.
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The modules would be assembled in a herringbone pattern in order to achieve the designed shape using the
interlocking modules. Depending on the bathymetry and depth, the reef structures can be built up in order to
accommodate to the required height to promote wave instability. For the reef structure there are three module
types: curved face for the edge condition, flat face for the inner structure, and the corner modules which connect
at the center of the core.
[The wooden reef model had to be adapted to be displayed on a flat surface, so for representation purposes, the
modules on the bottom layer have a flat base. In original conditions, they would all have the grove to interlock
them with the sea bed.]

R39

R39

R39
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8ft
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R52

8ft

R52

4.30
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Abstract Reef Model
Interlocking blocks.
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Abstract Reef Model

The herringbone pattern allows the blocks to be placed and form a dynamic body.
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Abstract Reef Model

The reef structure can be built up to achieve desired submerged height
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Abstract Reef Model

A dynamic profile with strategic surface dents
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Abstract Reef Model

Front view of the torpedo-like reef body
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THE EDGE
Wave diffraction is a regular phenomena occurring at Point Loma. The steep-sided land formation diffracts
the incoming waves from the West, creating a ‘shadow’ where the wave energy is dissipated. Understanding
the behavior of the waves in relationship to the land formation of each site became a decisive factor to chose
program allocation. For this reason, the oyster farm at Point Loma would located on the East side of the point,
whereas in Point Judith it is cornered between the existing Jetty and the coastline.

Image 29. Diffraction study of Point Loma. (Base image courtesy of Phillip Colla.

Image 28. Illustrated wave diffraction (Bascom, 1970)
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A refraction diagram shows the energy distribution when waves reach the coast (submerged reefs also
cause refraction). Waves reach the shallow water and the change in sea bottom causes them to slow down.
Water travels at different speeds within the wave, so when they confront a coastal formation the crests bend
and they change direction, and so they tend to become parallel to the coast. Refraction occurs when the
energy is concentrated in headlands or extended bodies of land or mass. An initial site plan was developed
by combining the study of the occurring natural phenomena with live observations of the water movement
on the shore. The overall design of the coastal structure is meant to coexist with the marine environment,
therefor it was important that the design expressed this as well. As a result, a set of organic “site plans” were
created, where there is no specific boundary between water and land. The built structure flows with the
dynamic motion of water on the edge,.

Image 30. The change in geometry of the incident waves, and how the waves tend to ‘wrap’ around the
front align with the coastal edge (Bascom, 1964)

Image 31. Refraction taking place in Rincon, CA.
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Left: Site sketch for Point Loma based on live observation of water flow on the coastal edge. Right: Sketch of program allocation based on the local occurring environmental phenomena.
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Left: Site sketch for Point Judith based on live observation of water flow on the coastal edge. Right: Sketch of program allocation based on the local occurring environmental phenomena.
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Both observations and sketches led to five larger scale designs that would allow project adaptability between sites and provide a repetitive element.
These would be built out of the smaller modular units + additional modules to adapt them to specific site requirements.
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On Site observation: The different colored sands reveal dynamics of water flow around an interfering body.
Pacific Beach, San Diego.
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On Site observation: The different colored sands reveal dynamics of water flow around an interfering body.
Pacific Beach, San Diego.
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On Site observation: The different colored sands reveal dynamics of water flow
Pacific Beach, San Diego.
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On Site observation: The traced water flow shows a similar behavior as the one that would take place in
between the reef units. Pacific Beach, San Diego.
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3.3 PROGRAMS
The programs are intended to exists because their interaction with one another. They are not independent,
they coexist harmoniously, creating hard and soft edges that blur the lines of the edge.

RECREATIONAL UNDERWATER

RECREATIONAL SHORELINE

BLOWHOLES

BIODIVERSITY

CONSTRUCTED
REEF

EELGRASS

SEA SPONGES

WORM REEF

TIDE POOLS

CLAMS

SEAWARD

OYSTERS

FISHING

BOARDWALK DAY/NIGHT
BIOLOMUNESCENCE

SEA GARDEN

LIVING WALL REFLECTS WAVE ENERGY BACK TOWARDS
THE SURF ZONE
GROWTH THROUGH STRUCTURE
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NURTURE MARINE
ECOSYSTEM

CONSTRUCTED REEF
Reef is more prone to expand and regenerate along surfaces that are uneven, have crevices and could
potentially become pockets for the coral to root and regenerate successfully. Man Made reef can grow on
several materials, metal and concrete are the most common (metal due to the sunken ships and concrete as a
result from artificial reef or seawall debris).
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SEA GARDEN
When coral growth takes place it concentrates Dissolved Inorganic Carbon (DIC) above regular seawater
values in order to increase the levels of aragonate to induce biomineralization. Coral also increases the pH
of the surrounding water to promote precipitation and calcification [12]. Research focused on the impact
of ocean acidification on reef shows that coral growth has declined due to the change in pH. Within the
last two centuries the pH of ocean waters has fallen by 0.1 pH units, which represents 30% increase in
acidity [13]. Coral bleaching, oyster farms, clams and other calcifying species are at risk. On the other hand,
photosynthetic alage and seagrass benefit from these conditions. The Sea Garden would bring together these
species in order to promote a harmonic coexistance. Seagrass would photosynthesize and reduce the levels
of DIC in the water. With the CaCO3 release from the BioRegenerative structure, alkaline conditions would
promote coral growth. As coral requires DIC, both species would benefit would collaborate to stabilize the
pH levels of the water. Simultaneously, both seagrass and oysters are filter feeders, for which oyster farms
and seagrass beds would active participate in the cycle, and assist in achieving healthier aquatic conditions.
Both Narragansett and San Diego have a history of oyster farming, and Seagrass can be found in both coasts
as well, which means that they would not present the risk of becoming an invasive species. As part of the
cycle, some areas will be introduced as oyster farms, others will develop marine growth due to the shape and
(de)composition of the modules.

TIDE POOLS
Tidepools present a spectacular opporutnity to encourage people to engage with the ocean’s phenomena and
understand the changes caused by tides, waves and other environmental conditions.
In San Diego, tides can elevate up to 8.8ft during high tide seasons (winter and summer), which fluctuates
due to storm surges, sea level rise, wind patter and other climate related conditions [5].
At Point Judith tides range from -1ft to 4.5ft; however, the site at Point Judith is particularly more prone to
floods, which is a great opportunity to extend the programs inland and celebrate the flood.
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Image 32. Projected Flood Map. Point Judith, RI.
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BLOWHOLE
As the other programs, the Blowholes are intended to explain the natural phenomena that occurs with
erosion, wave forces and ocean dynamics. This program benefits from storms that bring strong waves, which
will excite people about these climatic conditions which tend to be perceived as negative circumstances.
In San Diego, wave climate is characterized by the Northern hemisphere swells, southern hemisphere swells
and wind-driven swells, which are the most common, and can attain waves up to 26 ft(8m) high [5].
Rhode Island receives most of it’s larger swells as a result of tropical storms and hurricanes, where mean
waves are about 15ft. The more exposed sections of the coastal structures where the blowholes would exist,
would oriented locally towards incoming larger waves. For this reason, this portion of the structure is
expected to ‘fail’ before other sections. Over the course of many years, they would transform into other tide
pools, and eventually into more sea gardens.

PIER / PHOTOLUMINESCENCE
The pier embraces the change in tides during the daytime and night time as well. The site becomes inhabitable
at all times and speaks about the natural phenomena of Bioluminescence. The Photoluminescent trails
reminiscence about the iconic lighthouses, and like them, they will become a landmark, a beacon at night.

Image 33. Bioluminesnce in the Maldives
(Courtesy of Doug Perrine)
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3.4 SHAPING SHAPES

The idea of analyzing sailboats, surfboards and fins, came from wanting to combine both passion and
profession. When I either surf or sail, I am amazed by how much my performance changes from one board
to another, or sailing different types of boats. Simply switching to a board with thicker rails or a wider tail
made a massive difference in the how board responded, as my ability to enhance my skills. Boats have specific
architecture as well and are designed to perform within a particular environment, and it almost seems out of
place when they are taken out of the water. These complex and fabulous situations still amuse me and are the
triggering factors to this whole project.
Nautical design has been developed to prevail in the worst conditions and maximize human performance in
those conditions. I intend to analyze these shapes in order to design my own shape intended to respond to
the forces of the ocean and perform in a particular way.
As a designer, I try to learn from the changes in shape and its performance. As an initial step to understand
craft, performance throughout history, I shaped a vintage alaia surfboard and two handplanes which allowed
me to have a deeper understanding of the development of form, in the search of performance.

The Alaia resting on Rob Lorenson’s Textured Gear.
South Water Street, across from RISD’s Architecture Building.
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At This stage, the joy of designing was brought by accepting of both the contemporary industrial world with
the scientific analysis, as well as incorporating the craft and traditions from the past.
The making of the Alaia and the handplanes explore craft and technology in order to develop new design that
would bring both concepts harmoniously. The handcrafted prototypes became a vital in the design process;
to understand, make, test and embrace the beauty of performance.

BELLY
HYDRO HULL

FLAT
CONCAVE

DOUBLE CONCAVE
CHANNEL

Image34. Types of surfboard profiles.

Surfboard profiles shaped out of wood.
Woods Gerry Exhibition collecyion

V
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Fatty Boy
Red Oak. 14x10.5 “
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Pocket Rocket
Poplar, Red Oak stringer. 11x8 “
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V Groove
Poplar, Red Oak stringer. 13x9 “
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Simple flow visualization techniques are used to map the dynamic flow on a hull in motion. A testing method
used in yacht design takes place by coating the hull with aniline, which is a thick dense ink that will not
dissolve in water. Then the model is then towed at a constant speed in water, causing the ink to flow along
the hull and spread the ink according to the velocity. Then the trajectories are drawn over to generalize the
flow patterns [14].
I carried out this test with one of the handplanes using a similar method. I traced ink lines on the handplane’s
surface and placed it in a wind tunnel. These results mapped the flow of velocities and dynamics of the deck
and bottom based on the handplane’s particular shape.

Image 35. aniline flow lines on a hull to test displacement. (Fossati)

Handplane with ink before submitting it to the wind tunnel
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Handplane before and after the dynamic flow test
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Image 57. Section Model of New Zealand’s ‘Towing Tank’ boat for the IACC America’s Cup overlapped with it’s construction drawings.
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The traditional method of boat construction representation led to a design notion of ‘layering’ both information and structure. It became a theme throughout the thesis both in the research and design stage as well as
the making.

Bob Simmons experimented with notions of lift, intension to reduce drag along the rails and water channeling. Simmons applied a engineering knowledge to the design process of boards.

Image 37: Hydrodynamic Planing Hull. Bob Simmons.
Image 36: VO60 carbon fiber riggging design for Chevallier. Design by Frers for the
Volvo Ocean Race.
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The orientation of the body towards the direction of the incoming flow can either have advantages or disadvantages depending on the desired dynamic performance. The following table (Image 38) shoes the variables
in Coefficients based on a two-dimensional flow interacting with different shape profiles. Lower values of
Cx indicate less resistance.

Image 39. Dynamic behavior of a several cylindric bodies in water and their flow patterns as a result of fluid speed.
Understanding that shape profiles perform differently when they interact with fluids at different speeds. One
profile may be designed to achieve maximum performance at a low speed, whereas another might work more
efficiently at higher speed. Despite of this, the added resistance given by the profile of the angle of attack is
a function of performance that could be applied to the developed shape, regardless of the velocity of the incoming fluid (which will inevitably vary since the coastal structure will be exposed to irregular wave action)
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[It is important to note that surfboard shape and its relationship to performance is very specific to the rider
and wave type. We are analyzing overall performance characteristics of the shapes in a vaccum and out of
context. Performing better or worse will be defined by the circumstance and desired response or behavior.
Similarly in boat design: it might be designed for a particular purpose or race, but in the end maximum
performance will be achieved by the crew and their sailing skills. This said, the boat is built to maximize
performance, but only as far as the crew can take it. Once again, we’ll look at various shapes and their relative
performance in order to haver a better grasp on behavior and interaction with fluid dynamics.]
Following these models, I adapted the understanding of shape dynamics and performance towards an
architectural proposal for the tectonics of a coastal structure. I developed a series of shapes and tested them
with Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) software in order to test their performance as a stand alone
structure and as a group.
Concave

CFD Test #1: Basic hull shapes with a resistance to 20m/s of flow in a liquid medium at 20°C.

Belly

Channeled

Based on a hybrid of the basic hull shapes and the idea that the structure could be extruded, I developed a series of profiles that, when extruded, would generate volumes that had the potential to channel water, provide
streamlining at given points, and perform as intended. The shapes were tested digitally with CDF software
and extruded with clay in order to have a better understanding of their potential.

Double Concave
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Hydro Hull

V

A

B

Shapes A and B proved to have great streamline performance, the spaces in between
the foil-shaped volumes generated some turbulence. The main concern was how
to assemble these on the ocean bed without it becoming a non-porous solid mass.
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C

`Shape C resulted to be efficient as a structure that mediated flow, where the exterior did
not cause significant turbulence, and the interior provided a slower flow which could be
beneficial for the developing marine life. This volume also provided additional groves and
pockets for coral to grow without the thread of early damage.
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D

E
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F

Shapes D and E attempted to extrude multiple ‘foil’ surfaces within one volume. Ideally the twisted profile
would perform as the one of a turbine. As a result of the extruded test, the technique required smoother edges
instead of sharp corners. The twisted shape performed efficiently as an individual unit and a set of multiple
modules.
Shape F resulted from the previous extruded tests. It proved to have great dynamic performance as a singular
and set of aggregated modules.
In the search of a curved edge, the module would have to have a interlocking notches to provide structure and
curvature.
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TOP VIEW:
10* ANGLE ON Y-AXIS

TOP VIEW
10* ANGLE ON Y-AXIS AND X-AXIS

TOP VIEW:
15* ANGLE ON Y-AXIS

TOP VIEW
15* ANGLE ON Y-AXIS AND X-AXIS

TAPERED EDGES WILL STAGGER
MODULES SMOOTHLY

ELEVATION:
10* ANGLE ON Y-AXIS

ELEVATION:
15* ANGLE ON Y-AXIS

ENDS AT ANGLE TO PROMOTE
WATER FLOW

SECTION CUT OF ONE
MODULE

CURVATURE DUE TO
AGGREGATED MODULES

INDIVIDUAL

MULTIPLE STAGGERED
CURVATURE DUE TO
AGGREGATED MODULES

CURVATURE DUE TO
AGGREGATED MODULES

Drawings analyzing simple geometries rotated at 5°, 10°, 15° to generate curves.

NATURAL ANGLE OF STRUCTURE
DUE TO STAGGERED MODULES

A diagrammatic analysis of how pre-cast modules that interlocked at angles could potentially create larger
structures. Although this module had potential, the core of the overall coastal structure became too complex, so the module was refined to develop a simpler and efficient design.
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Shape G presented the most potential to be used as the modular building block for the coastal structure. The
honeycomb pattern in the center would make the precast concrete blocks lighter, while maintaining good
compressive strength. The volumes would interlock on all sides, and the range of curvature would be given by
assembling modules with radii to achieve desired coastal curves.

Top Left: Shape G tested under Pressure. Top Right: Shape G tested under Speed.
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STRUCTURE
Under a microscope, a variety of corals and sponges showed a structural pattern that was porous and
lightweight, however it gave the species enough rigidity. An oyster’s shell is immensely rigid compared to its
porosity, and this is due to its honeycomb like structure.
This kind of structure would provide rigidity to the modules and be porous enough for coral growth and wave
energy dissipation.

Image 40. Structure of an oyster shell under an SEM microscope.
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Branching Coral. Edna Lawrence Nature Lab, RISD
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Coral. Edna Lawrence Nature Lab, RISD
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Round Coral. Edna Lawrence Nature Lab, RISD
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Sponge. Edna Lawrence Nature Lab, RISD
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With a similar approach, New Zealand shaper Mike Grobelny has been shaping surfboards with a lightweight
honeycomb structure. By incorporating CNC milling into surfboards design, he was able to achieve a sturdy
yet light board (which also happens to be eco friendly). With these concepts in mind, I refined the ‘shape’ of
my coastal design into modules which in the form of an aggregation would give shape to the programs on the
coast (Image 41 - 42)
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Finless boards serve as a great example of a performance board that excels with this low tech intricate design.
Normally boards have fins which give the surfer more stability and maneuverability in the waves, but finless
boards have grooves shaped out of the same piece of foam which are meant to provide some stability. The
main challenge with these shapes is to achieve successful channels which will allow the surfer to gain speed
and control regardless of the lack of fins. As a result, this design won’t have much traction, but it will allow
the surfer to glide and spin. For this reason, finless boards have a very precise intricate shape design.

Image 43. Chris Garrett finless board.

Image 44. Chris Garrett finless board.
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Sketches of Shape G and potential profiles to re direct the flow of incident waves.
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The final module is adaptable to different site conditions and can be assembled to generate desired curvatures in response to program needs. There are 6 types of modules for the coastal structure and 3 types for the
reef structure. They are all casted with the same BioRegenerative concrete (see Chapter 3.5) and have honeycomb structure to provide rigidity, porosity to dissipate wave forces and allow space for marine growth.

R12

R23.19

R33.32

8 ft

R39

R39
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TIGHT HONEYCOMB - EDGE MODULE
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8ft
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FLAT EDGE
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R17.60
4.8ft
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1.28

1.28

R49.92
6.8 ft

HALF MODULE
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R17.60
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R52

4.30
R52

LARGER HONEYCOMB STRUGCTURE TO HOST SEA FARM AND REEF

In sail design, fabric reinforcement with crabon fibers is applied to pecific parts of the sail, depending on the
stress loads testing. Generally CFD testing indicates the areas with more wind stress, therefore indicating
areas in the cut patter which require a shift in sail sloth.
The shifting in reinforcement scales will give the sail more or less flexibility and strength. The BioRegenerative
concrete modules are designed to nest marine life within their structure. Based on ideal porous conditions
for reef performance, a honeycomb pattern in the core of each module would fulfill the technical, scientific
and biological needs.
Modules with a larger honeycomb structure are lighter and have more space for marine growth, however,
this means that they are also more prone to erode before other modules with a tighter honeycomb pattern.
With this in mind, the modules can be placed strategically, intentionally for them to erode faster, release the
BioMix, being Biomineralized structural growth and support the marine ecosystem.

Image 45. samples of sail cloth reinforcement patterns.

oyster and seagrass growth within the pororous structure of the BioRegenerative modules.
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Hudson’s equation (USACE 1984) provides a basis for estimating the required stone size in a sloped
revetment in relationship to the predicted wave force [32]. The required median weight for the outer, or
armor layer, stones is:

W50 = median weight of armor stone
w r = unit weight of stone (~ 165 lb/ft3)
H = wave height
KD = empirical coefficient (= 2.2 for rip rap gradations)
Sr = specific gravity of stone
d = slope
V = volume module (= total volume - honeycomb volume)
This equation accounts for common variables such as wave height, slope of the structure and different stone
densities.
The proposed constructed reef is meant to be composed by aggregated modules made out of casted concrete
and then placed on site. Because of this wr = unit weight of concrete (150 lb/ft3) Sr = specific gravity of
concrete = 2.4
W50PtJudith = 2727 lb and W50PtLoma = 4432 lb. Each concrete module is V= ~64 ft3 and weighs 9600 lb*,
which makes the structure adequate to withstand the wave forces on both sites.

*Coastal structure modules V= ~ 96 ft3 would weigh aprox. 14,400 lbs. The weight would still be adequate.
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The roughness coefficient (Re) of concrete as the chosen material for the modules will help determine the
efficiency of the dynamics of the structure. Fossati [14] explores the different materials used for hull design,
and compares the values to determine performance parameters. Where racing yachts may have a polished
surface hull, from Image 47 we can compare a fouled keel with smooth cement. This brings both naval design
and architecture together to achieve performance. Initially the BioRegenerative concrete modules would
have a smooth surface, but eventually they will erode, changing their Re, and so their performance. However,
the initial programs that depend on the dynamics of the sea’s forces would take place efficiently, since they
would be hydrodynamically efficient.

Image 46. Roughness coefficient graph.

Image 47. Table indicating equivalent roughness for various kinds of
hull surface.
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First iteration of the module.
Plaster.12x12x3
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Second iteration of the module: Setup to be tested at the beach.
Clay.12x12x3 (each)
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Clay Modules: testing structure
Clay. 13 Modules
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Clay Modules: testing structure
Clay. 13 Modules
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3.2 BIO-REGENERATIVE CONCRETE
The proposed coastal design is made up of aggregated pre-cast modules made of ‘BioRegenerative Concrete’.
The material was developed specifically for the purpose of this project, and its main characteristic is that the
concrete mix is over-saturated with Calcium Carbonate, Aragonite and Magnesium.
Calcium Carbonate (CaCo3) is one the most common minerals, it occurs as limestone, chalk and other
biominerals, and through a process of biomineralization, CaCo3 is synthesized by living organisms to produce
minerals [15] (such as coral regeneration of mollusk shell growth). Under natural conditions precipitation
occurs over a long period of time at a slow rate, but in order to accelerate the process we can take advantage
of the high levels of carbonates currently found in seawater (as a consequence of ocean acidification).
Calcium Carbonate (CaCo3) has three polymorphs [16], and as Calcite it is one of the most stable forms
occurring in nature. Aragonite can be found as the main component of reef structure and multiple mollusk
shells. Calcium Carbonate is also known for its geological deposits in caves to form stalactites and other
structures. Seawater tends to have twenty seven times more CaCo3 than fresh water, so when there is
an over-saturation of CaCo3 it precipitates and changes its structural crystals, resulting in the geological
formations.
This Precipitation process is time dependent and it is conditioned by the concentration of calcium, the
concentration of Dissolved Inorganic Carbon (DIC) in the seawaters in combination with the water pH and
salinity, and the availability of a ‘site’ for the process to take place where the calcium can exceed the solubility
constant. The polymorph formation depends on temperature. Calcite is more abundant at low temperatures.
As the water’s temperature increases, the levels of Calcite decrease.
Off the coast of Narragansett and San Diego, seawater salinity is 33 ppt [17, 18] and in San Diego . Data shows
that Within the last two centuries the pH of ocean waters has fallen by 0.1 pH units, which represents 30%
increase in acidity [13]. This indicates an acidification in the coastal area, which leads to local coral bleaching
and reduced marine life. Calcium Carbonate has a pH of 9.9, so when it is exposed, it lowers the acidity of the
surrounding water. As a natural process, corals increase the pH of surrounding water to generate a calcifying
fluid, increase the levels of aragonite saturation and promote precipitation in order to reform coral structure.

Image 48. Graph shows the abundance of Calcite, Aragonate
and Vaterite at different temperatures.(Sawada)
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Image 49. Polymorph of Calcium Carbonate
FIGURE 3 | Polymorphs of CaCO3 (http://www.ruhr-uni-bochum.de/
sediment/forschung.html).

APPLICATIONS OF BIOMINERALS
The use of bacterially induced carbonate biominerals is becoming
increasingly popular day by day. From removal of heavy metals and radionucleotides, removal of calcium from wastewater
and biodegradation of pollutants, atmospheric CO2 sequestration, remediation of building materials, modifying the properties
of soil and ﬁller in rubber and plastics to ﬂuorescent markers in
stationery ink, bacterial carbonates are serving many ﬁelds.

According to the graph, we can observe that the transformation occurs within a lower temperature range
of 40°C and below. The water temperatures in Narragansett Bay vary from 0°C to 20°C, and Point Loma
averages around 20°C throughout the year [19] These conditions fall within the temperature spectrum which
would promote the regeneration of coral structure.
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These cations and radionuclides integrate into the calcite struc-

CARBON DIOXIDE SEQU

REMOVAL OF HEAVY METALS AND RADIONUCLIDE

According to the research done by Sawada, the rate for transformation is proportional to the levels of CaCo3
saturation. The chemical change from the metastable polymoroph (vaterite or aragonite) to calcite can be
plotted as a function of time. Image 50 (Sawada) shows a graph plotting the transformation of CaCo3 as a
function over time. During the experiment, the aqueous solution was maintained at a constant, and the rate
of transformation corresponds to the growth of Calcite.
Although the site conditions for the Thesis project will not be constant, the data serves as a parameter to
understand the rate of crystal transformation and Calcium Carbonate structure growth over time. It is also
important to note from Sawada’s research is that although the quantity of crystals does not change, the rate
of transformation can be promoted by increasing the surface area.

Heavy metals and radionuclides pose greatest challenges for their
disposal. They are threatening not only to human health but
to the entire environment. Remediation of ground water from
radionuclides has been the topic of immediate attention and several measures have being taken for it (Warren et al., 2001; Fujita
et al., 2004, 2008, 2010; Wu et al., 2011). Traditional methods of
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Most stalactites occur in limestone caves through a process of deposition of calcium carbonate and other
minerals. When the precipitation takes place the calcium carbonate is dissolved and releases carbon dioxide,
forming a calcium bicarbonate solution. The average rate of growth of these structures can be of 0.0051
inches (0.13mm) per year; however, in an condition with an over-saturation of CaCo3 structure could grow
at a rate of 0.12in (3mm) per year.
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REMOVAL OF CALCIUM
(PCBs)

Sr2+ + OH− + HCO−
3 = SrCO3 (s) + H2 O

Dhami et al.

Applications of microbial calcite

bricks [20] . A research focused on soil and construction materials
led to the development of a new kind of
BIOMINERALIZATION IN CEMENTITIOUS MATERIALS
concrete that would take advantage of the existing research andThe
present
a continuing
product
successful
application of
bacterialdevelopment.
biomineral calcite

for
improving the compressive strength of mortar and concrete
has been reported by several studies (Bang
(B
et al., 2001;
SOIL EROSION AND CaCo3 DEPOSITION
Ramachandran, 2001; Ghosh et al., 2005; De Muynck et al.,
Due to its mechanical properties, soil is subjected to erosion.2008a,b;
RecentJonkers
techniques
aim
to
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and et al.,
et al., 2010; Park et al., 2010; Achal
2011a,c).
In all[21].
theseThis
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‘bio-grouting’
involves
been applied
and they all have is
improved
the prop2) strengthening
inducing the microbial carbonate precipitations. Agents are injected
in situ (Table
where
required.
erties of cement concrete specimens to a considerable extent.
Researchers have evaluated this procedure providing urea and calcium
sources.
statedincrease
that the
sand of
in resistance
Ramakrishnan
et al.Reports
(1998) found

porosity was reduced by 50% and permeability by 90% where the biogrouting took place [22]. I see this
technique as a potential technique to reinforce the soil at specific points within my project site in order to
delay the rate of erosion and shifting of the proposed coastal structure.

concrete toward alkali, freeze thaw attack, drying shrinkage and
reduction in permeability upon application of bacterial cells. De
Muynck et al. (2008b) enhanced the permeability characteristics
of mortar by B. sphaericus. Achal et al. (2011a) treated mortar
re
cubes with Bacillus sp. CT-5 and reported
nearly six times less
absorption of water as compared to untreated specimens. They
also studied the effect of B. pasteurii on water impermeability in
concrete cubes and found the reduction in penetration of water
which was more signiﬁcant on the top side as compared to sides
because of better compaction and closing of pores at the top
surface (Achal et al., 2011a).
REMEDIATION OF CRACKS IN CONCRETE

In case of sealing the cracks in concrete structures, biomineralized CaCO3 has proved its efﬁcacy in many reports (Gollapudi
et al., 1995; Stocks-Fischer et al., 1999). Bang and Ramakrishnan
(2001) used B. pasteurii for microbiologically enhanced crack
remediation. Similar work was carried out by Ramachandran
(2001) who also supported microbiological remediation of cracks
in concrete. Bang et al. (2001) encapsulated ureolytic bacterial cells in polyurethanes (PU) and reported positive potential
of microbiologically enhanced crack remediation by PU immobilized bacterial cells. De Belie and De Muynck (2008) also
reported positive potential of biomineralized calcite in crack
repair of concrete by B. sphaericus. Qian et al. (2010) reported
that
compressive
strengthof
of Ca(OH)
biomineralized
specimens could
Also,
the increase
thebehydration process,
2 accelerated
restored to 84%. Recently Achal et al. (2013)
reported the posistage, however the drying shrinkage
became more prominent.
tive potential of bacterial calcite in crack remediation by Bacillus
sp. CT-5.

used as biocement in cementitious materials.
Application Organism

Solution

Author

Cement
mortar

Bacillus cereus

Nutrical

Calcite bioconcept
Le Metayer-Levrel
et al., 1999

Bacillus pasteurii

SF

Ramachandran,
2001

CEMENTITIOUS MATERIALS

Another research c(Liu et al. 2010) studied the effect of Nano-Calcium Carboante (NC) properties on cement
paste [25] An increase in the NC content showed a decreased flowability
and decreased
time of the
Frontiers in Microbiology
| Terrestrial setting
Microbiology
fresh cement paste. A series of strength tests showed an enhanced compressive strength of the hardened
material. When they tested the material for flexure, results showed that a content of 1% of NC was optimal.

Self-healing

Xiaoyan Liu et al. / Energy Procedia 16 (2012) 991 – 996

paste with 2% NC was about twice that of C0, and the shrinkage decreased when th
Stocks-Fischer
3% and more.
et al., 1999;

Remediation Bacillus sphaericus Growth and
of cracks in
biocementation
concrete
medium

Several studies [23] indicate that bacterial biomineral calcite has been successfully tested to improve the
compressive strength of concrete.
FIGURE 4 | Image of a cemented sand body from a large scale biogrout
experiment.Van
Paassen et al.used
(2010). in cement [24].
Image 51. shows an overview of different applications of microbial
calcite aggregate

thus hardening the cement at an earlier

Table 2 | Overview of different applications where microbial calcite is

De Belie and De
Muynck, 2008

Bacillus pasteurii

SF

Ramachandran,
2001

Shewanella

Sterile

Ghosh et al., 2005

Sporosarcina
pasteurii

CSL urea medium, Mukherjee et al.,
LML urea medium 2010
NB urea medium

Bacillus
pseudiﬁrmus
Bacillus cophnii

Calcium lactate

Jonkers, 2007

Strain of early age shrinkage/×10 6

Paassen, 2009; Van Paassen et al., 2010). Kantzas et al. (1992)
reported that sand consolidation by B. pasteurii reduced porosity
by up to 50% and permeability by up to 90% in the areas where
the cementation took place. Improvement in strength of sand
columns upon bacterial carbonates was also reported (Ferris and
Stehmeier, 1992; DeJong et al., 2006; Whifﬁn et al., 2007). Recent
research initiatives have shown that the calcite crystals form
cohesive “bridges” between existing sand grains, increasing the
(M
stiffness of sand with limited decrease in permeability (Mitchell
and Santamarina, 2005; DeJong et al., 2006; Whifﬁn et al., 2007;
Ivanov and Chu, 2008; Van Paassen et al., 2010; Al Qabany, 2011)
(Figure 4). Ureolytic driven MICCP has also been proposed to
suppress dust, reduce permeability in granular media, improve
soils, stabilize slopes and strengthen liqueﬁable soils (Gollapudi
et al., 1995; Ferris et al., 1996; Whifﬁn et al., 2007; Bang et al.,
2011; Burbank et al., 2011). Harkes et al. (2010) reported the
successful potential of MICCP in soil for ground reinforcement.
Burbank et al. (2011) subjected the soils on shore Snake river
(USA) with ureolytic biomineralization treatments and found
around 1% CaCO3 in near surface and 1.8–2.4% calcite below
90 cm. Chu et al. (2012) also found considerable reduction in
permeability and improvement in shear strength of soil upon
application of ureolytic bacterial sp. isolated from tropical beach
sand. In the studies of Stabnikov et al. (2011), halotolerant, alkaliphilic Bacillus sp. VS1 successfully sealed a sand-lined model
pond.
Successive percolation treatments with high concentrations
CARBONATE BIOMINERALIZATION IN CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS
of urea and calcium solutions resulted in a nearly impermeable
crust on the surface of the sand, which markedly reduced the
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Comparing to the results, the setting time of cement paste with 2% NC was the
that with this content, the hydration rate of cement was the fastest. It could be expl
p
C-S-H gel
of hardened cement ppaste increased.
g formed and the density
y degree
g
d. M
shrinkage became prominent because of rapid hydration of cement. All of these

low quantities of magnesium,which are also found in saltwater. The concrete mixture is then casted to form
modules. Over time the modules will erode mainly by wave action, or tectonic movement may particularly
in Point Loma, CA.

THE EFFECTS OF INDUCED BIOMINERALIZATION OF CALCIUM CARBONATE IN SOIL
Research has studied the potential of inducing biomineralization in soil with the purpose of enhancing the
mechanical properties of soil and reduce erosion. (Dhami et al. 2013). The technique aims at changing the
soil properties by stimulating the natural chemical processes on site. This process is called Biogrouting. The
soil strengthening would occur as a result of induced calcium carbonate precipitation [26]. As a result, the
soil would reduce porosity by up to 50% and permeability up to 90% where the biogrouting would take
place. Improved strength would result from ‘bridging’ between the sand grains, resulting in a stiffer sand,
stabilizing slopes and strengthening liquefiable soils (Dhami et al. 2013).

When the modules crack and “fail”, the capsules become exposed, and due to the natural process of
weathering, the capsule will dissolve and release the over-saturated mixture of BioMix. The honeycomb
structure of the modules serves for structural capacity as well as hosting ideal conditions for the structure
formation process to begin. The CaCO3 supersaturated water will remain within the structure for enough
time to begin the biomineralization process. Leftover CaCO3 which is dispersed into the ocean would help
balance the water’s pH.
The reaction takes place using the dissolved inorganic carbon found in seawater, and over time the Calcite
structure accumulates and grows. While this process occurs, the concrete modules will continue to erode,
releasing more calcium carbonate to support the calcite growth.

This technique has the potential to be applied to the Thesis project, however further research would have to
study the compatibility of biogrouting with the geological formation of each site.

As a natural process, corals increase the pH of the surrounding seawater in order to increase aragonate
saturation and promote the precipitation of CaCO3 [27]. The major source of CO2 required for the
precipitation process was DIC used in coral calcification. Ocean acidification is an environmental issue that
impacts coral, where a decrease in water pH has been associated with coral bleaching, and as a result the
reduced health of the ecosystem.
My theory is that an added quantity of CaCo3 assist in the regeneration of the marine environment. Due to
this, it is with a stronger purpose that I intend to have my coastal structure ‘fail’ and transform in order to
release CaCo3 into the environment.

BIOREGENERATIVE CONCRETE
Because of it’s availability and low cost, Calcium Carbonate is generally used in industrial construction in
cement, as a flux or a filler. On a daily basis we may see CaCo3 formations on walls or pipes which tend to
be undesirable, but I am taking advantage of this calcifying property and using it to regenerate structure.

This bio-regenertive formation plays an important role as a structural component and as an organic entity
to support the coastal ecosystem. When the calcium carbonate reaction takes place, the quantities of CaCo3
wold help to raise the seawater’s pH to promote coral structure growth. As a result it will participate in the
development of a healthier ecosystem. This cycle returns back to the growth of seagrass, which filters water
and enhances the levels of dissolved inorganic carbon (thus, feeding back to the structure formation).

To design the chemical reaction of the Bio-regenerative Concrete, I am alternating the structural forming
components to adapt the transformation to achieve the required architectural structure: The aggregates for
the concrete contain an over-saturation of calcium carbonate. Research has shown that incorporating NanoCalcium Carboante to cement past (Liu et al. 2012) strengthens the flexure and compressive properties
of the concrete, it reduces its flowability, therefor speeding up the setting time. The mixture also contains
biodegradable cellulose capsules filled with ‘BioMix’, a mixture of calcium carbonate and aragonite as well as
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EXPERIMENTING WITH MATERIALS AND MINERALS
The initial test was to place an Advil in water and test it’s capsule skin periodically. Over a period of 8hrs
without touching the capsule, it failed and released it’s content.
A similar process would occur with the calcium carbonate capsules added as an aggregate to the concrete. To
avoid water pollution, the capsules could be made of cellulose biodegradable material (which are available
on the marke)t. The high levels of calcium carbonate in the concrete mix would help reduce the setting time
and avoid a premature dissolution of the capsules.
A second experiment consisted of testing the rigidity calcium carbonate mixed at different percentages of
salt water. Over the course of a week, daily samples were taken of the slowly evaporating mixtures and
after a week some the oversaturated mix at 130% of CaCo3 to saltwater resulted to be the strongest dried
structure. However, it was still brittle.
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8am: Advil is placed in water.

10am: Advil begins to swell up.

6pm: Pill capsule gets softer, continues to
absorb water. Not soft enough to break open
on its own.

8pm: Pill capsule is very white, very hydrated
and soft enough to break open.

12pm: Pill container swells more, softer in
center.

The perforated capsule is extremley hydrated, brittle, and falls appart.

Experiment 1 - Advil Dissolving in Water
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2pm: Pill container swells more, sifter in
center and white coating.

4pm: Pill container contnues to swell and
absorb water. I had to add more water to
container.

Pill capsule fails at the joint, releasing the
containing fluid.

With external assistance, the capsule releases the containing fluid with pressure.

DAY 1

DAY 2

DAY 3

Sample #1
Salinity: 33ppt
Saturation 30%

Sample #1
Salinity: 33ppt
Saturation 30%

Sample #1
Salinity: 33ppt
Saturation 30%

Sample #2
Salinity: 30ppt
Saturation 50%

Sample #2
Salinity: 30ppt
Saturation 50%

Sample #2
Salinity: 30ppt
Saturation 50%

Sample #3
Salinity: 30ppt
Saturation 70%

Sample #3
Salinity: 30ppt
Saturation 70%

Sample #3
Salinity: 30ppt
Saturation 70%

Sample #4
Salinity: 0ppt
Saturation 80%

Sample #4
Salinity: 0ppt
Saturation 80%

Sample #4
Salinity: 0ppt
Saturation 80%

Sample #5
Salinity: 0ppt
Saturation 130%

Sample #5
Salinity: 0ppt
Saturation 130%

Sample #5
Salinity: 0ppt
Saturation 130%

Experiment 2 - oversaturated calcium carbonate dissolved in salt water
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DAY 4

Sample #1
Salinity: 33ppt
Saturation 30%

Sample # 2
Salinity: 30ppt
Saturation: 50%
A thin layer of crystallized sediment on the edge
of the container.

Sample #2
Salinity: 30ppt
Saturation 50%

Sample # 2
Salinity: 30ppt
Saturation: 50%

Sample #3
Salinity: 30ppt
Saturation 70%

A thin layer of material that hardened more
where there was a higher percentage of salinity.

Sample #4
Salinity: 0ppt
Saturation 80%

Sample # 6
Salinity: 30ppt
Saturation:200%
Mix: Calcium Carbonate, Magnesium, Strontium.
Sample #5
Salinity: 0ppt
Saturation 130%

The mixture hardened enough and began to show
traces of crystallization on the surface.
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A third experiment consisted in testing the ‘BioMix’ which incorporates other minerals with calcium
carbonate in order to test structural rigidity based on the combined percentages of the minerals. A critical
modification was to add carbon dioxide to the process in order to speed up the tests (otherwise the process
would take years). Magnesium and Strontium are two minerals that can be found in seawater, magnesium
being the third most abundant after calcium carbonate and sodium chloride, it has a critical role in biological
processes it is a key component of aragonite [28]. Besides Magnesium (Mg) and Strontium (Sr), I also
experimented with a low dosage of Dolomite (CaMg(CO3)2), which is composed of calcium and magnesium
carbonate, and for the tests I added it as an anhydrous form. Dolomite is another rock-forming mineral, so for
these reasons I decided to combine it with the other minerals to test its potential.
For this, I had to add CaCo3 as an anhydrite in order for it to solidify in contact with water. To achieve both
structure and CaO2, I added sodium bicarbonate and anhydrous citric acid to the mixture.
The six tests proved the qualities of the combined minerals and their potential to form solid structures as a
result of the chemical reaction relative to time. The most efficient mineral combination proved to be the one
with a larger percentage of calcium carbonate and low quantities of dolomite. The mixture with Magnesium
would not precipitate as well, and high quantities of Strontium resulted in a brittle structure.

Mixture in contact with water.
The carbon reaction successfully generated a porous structure.
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Experiment 3 - Testing different percentages of combined minerals.
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As a continuing project, further tests would incorporate aragonite to the BioMix in order to thest the
effectiveness of supersaturation in the concrete modules for the coastal structure.
Although specific quantities of each mineral haven’t yet been reached, the goal is to demonstrate that by
manipulating the saturation of calcium carbonate and promote a high levels of calcification within a relatively
short-term period.
Previous research [29]studied the effects of aragonite supersaturation and coral growth over a short period
of time. An oversaturation of 300% achieved maximum coral growth within a short period of time. The rate
of calcification increased by 13% over a period of 20 days.
The modules have a volume (V) of aprox. 64ft3 with 45 hexagonal openings (Type 2 Modules contain larger
openings for the sea farm and oyster growth). For one module the total volume of the openings would be
aprox. 19ft3 which would result in 45ft3 of concrete mix per unit (weighing 6750lb each). Erosion could
take place at a slow or fast rate, depending on the natural hazards that could take place (large swells, storms,
earthquakes). For general erosion rates, we’ll assume a slow pace degradation of the concrete where the
BioMix would not be exposed all at once. We’ll take an average volume (V = 1486) of the interior of the
hexagonal openings to approximate the calculations.

Fig 53. Values of setting time, flexural and compressive strength of concrete affected by adding Nano Calcium
Carbonate to the cement paste (Liu et al. 2012).

It is hard to calculate exactly the overall development of the calcified structure, for the tests took place
in incubators with, not accounting for the variables in seawater, climate conditions and possible rates of
erosion. The calcium concentration in seawater has a significant effect on calcification (Gattuso, et al. 1998),
which would support my hypothesis but would add variables to the rate of calcification. Another variable
is the dissolved inorganic carbon, which was not measured to carry out the previous tests. The DIC levels
would also vary depending on local conditions.
As the seawater pH decreases, the levels of calcifying minerals will decrease significantly, reducing the
calcification process in coral growth. The release of calcium carbonate and aragonite from the eroded
modules into the seawater would help balance the pH and assist in coral growth and the marine ecosystem.

In order to achieve 300% supersaturation, we can calculate 83 capsules x 45 openings = 3735 capsules per
module. If size 000 cellulose capsules (1600mg) are used in the concrete aggregate mix, then:
[1496x3] x 1600milligrams = 596006400 mg = 1314 lbs
If 1:2:3 concrete mix is used, then 64ft3 would require 9,690 lb on concrete. 1/3 = 4,845lbs would be aggregate,
of which 27% (1314lbs) would be BioMix. Finally, an extra 1% [25] of Nano-CaCO3 would be added to the
concrete mix in order to enhance its performative qualities. Research [25] proved that adding 1% of NanoCaCO3 the compressive strength increased to 108.6%. at 1% it also reduces the flowability of the cement
paste, therefor shortening the setting time during the casting stage, which would reduce the exposed time of
the cellulose capsules to wet conditions, resulting in unwanted premature deterioration.
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Image 54. Calcification growth of a stalagmite from Oregon Caves National Monument. The
interior structural pattern indicated a growth rate of about rate of 1inch per 1000 years [30]. If the
calcification rate was increased by 13% (Gattuso et al), then a growth of 0.56in per 500 yrs (of the
concrete only). The calcification rate is intended to increase when adding the bio-mineralization due
to coral growth and the DIC on site.
Sketches used to calculate an approximate quantities of BioMix per module.
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Material model testing the potential of the BioRegenrative Concrete .
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Material model testing the potential of the BioRegenrative Concrete .
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CONCRETE EROSION: A Coastal Observation
An ideal site to compare concrete erosion caused by wave action is Haulover Pier in Noth Miami Beach, FL.
The North side of the jetty is exposed to stronger winds and larger wells, whereas the South side faces the
beach and is protected most of the year. The following images compare the erosion that took place over 30
years. The south side is noticeably less eroded and the rocks have less algae and barnacles on them.
Although the conditions differ in both Point Loma and Point Judith, it served as a good parameter to see in
person the effects of the ocean on a man made structure over a period of time.
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The edge of the pier that is exposed to stronger wave action has developed more algae and shows advanced erosion.
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THE MAKING OF

Cardboard model: interlocking study
Spring 2017

171

Slinky model: interlocking study
Spring 2017

172

Slinky model: interlocking study
Spring 2017

173

Clay model to study shape
Spring 2017

174

Clay model to study shape
Spring 2017
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Wave forces. Charcoal on Newsprint
Spring 2017
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Wave forces. Charcoal on Newsprint
Spring 2017

178

179

Wave forces. Charcoal on Newsprint
Spring 2017

180

Wave forces. Charcoal on Newsprint
Spring 2017

181

Wave forces. Charcoal on Newsprint
Spring 2017

182

Embossing Drawings
Spring 2017

183

Transferring onto Yupo
Spring 2017

184

India ink painting
Spring 2017

185

India ink painting
Spring 2017

186

India ink painting
Spring 2017

187

India ink painting
Spring 2017

188

Test prints: Politics
Fall 2016

189

Test prints: Politics
Fall 2016

190

Painting on Wood: Tango
Fall 2016

191

Making Handplanes
Wintersession 2017

192

Shaping the Alaia
Wintersession 2017

193

Making The Probe
Fall 2016

194

Making The Probe
Fall 2016

195

Thesis Review at the BEB
Fall 2016

196

197

Jay Scutty Wreck Dive

198

Jay Scutty Wreck Dive

199

Thesis Review at Woods Gerry
Wintersession 2017

200

Surf’s Up!

Testing the Alaia at Matunuk, RI. May 23rd 2017
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APPENDIX

Block titles and Dust Jacket are custom painted for each book. Technique: Transfer, and India ink on yupo.
The clay modules taken to the coast of Matunuk were documented during 3hrs. The footage was edited and compressed into a 10min. timelapse. It is in the USB located in the book’s pocket.
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BioRegenerative Concrete Module : Reef (Pt.1)
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BioRegenerative Concrete Module : Coastal Structure (Pt. 2)
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